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Free Essay: Education and the Internet Due to the expansion of the Internet in recent years, schools and universities
around the world have been.

It is easier for. The Internet and the growth of data-driven education Another significant issue related to the
increased educational significance of the Internet is the ways in which online data and information are now
defining, as well as describing, social life. Personal communication has also become easier thanks to email.
Because of this, the Internet has superseded libraries as a source for information gathering and research.
Charleston, SC: Createspace,  Overview - How can our education system give equal technology advantage to
all their students not matter their income. The the development of writing added a new dimension to their rich
oral tradition, allowing people to read the teachings and stories of people they had never met Is the Internet
undermining or even eroding notions of education as a public good? Even though the internet has in many
ways brought the world closer together it has in many other ways caused a lot of damage to relationships and
growth of individuals. London: Hodder,  It also helps Teachers and Students learn with better and easy
learning styles. The predominantly optimistic rhetoric of transformation and change that currently surrounds
the Internet and education distracts from a number of significant conflicts and tensions that need to be better
acknowledged and addressed. The greatest advantage of this phenomenal creation is that it is easy to
understand and simple to use. It has even allowed retired teachers to read to and educate children in poorer
countries. This situation has created their presence in the market with taking us to the aim of this study that for
know the reasons of university student on using internet for education. You can also follow these steps for
students to achieve success in student life. This type of program requires students and teachers to have
appropriate access to the Internet and instruction in its use. Computer researchers predicted the Internet would
become a dynamic catalyst for information transmissions around the globe. The data of benefits of using
Internet for Education were collected and analyzed by using questioner comprised of papers were collected
and compared, it was performed by spreading the questionnaires to the two specific area at exact time in Pelita
Harapan University, Lippo Karawaci and Trisakti University, Jakarta as sample to gain the senses As with any
education technique, classroom Internet usage comes with both advantages and disadvantages. There are, of
course, many potential advantages to the heightened significance of online data. Teachers can use the internet
as a modern tool for education. Internet gaming is a huge business and allows enthusiastic gamers to compete
against each other in games even when they are located far apart. Many websites are notorious for sending
adware, viruses and also other malicious software that can slow the computer and in some cases even harm it
considerably. This is important to remember when using the Internet for anything. The Internet is the largest,
most powerful computer network. Teachers can record their lectures and provide it to the students for
revisions which is better than reading from notes. Advantages of the Internet The internet has opened up new
avenues for communication. For schools struggling with budgets and for schools in rural locations, going to an
online museum or virtual zoo gives them a unique opportunity they might not otherwise have without Internet
access. The Internet improves the quality of education, which is one of the pillars of sustainable development.
The internet also allows people from different cultures and backgrounds to connect with each other. While this
is likely to change with the global expansion of mobile telephony, the issue of unequal access to the most
enabling and empowering forms of Internet use remains a major concern. Tapscott, Don.


